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Abstract. We consider the difference system an+\ - an + Y1T=\ Qian-k = 0

where k¡ e Z, Q¡ 6 Wxr, i = 1, ... , m , and systems of more general

forms. We establish explicit conditions for the systems to be oscillatory. Those

conditions are necessary and sufficient for special cases.

1. Introduction and preliminaries

We consider oscillation problems for the linear vector difference equations

of the type

(1.1) a„+k + Pi an+k_ , + ••• + Pkan =0,        «=1,2,...,

where /cgN = {1,2,...}, P¡ £ Rrxr, the space of all r x r matrices, / =

1, 2, ... , k . By a solution of Eq. ( 1.1 ) we mean a sequence {a„ } of points an £

Rr for n= \ ,2, ... which satisfies Eq. (1.1). As customary, a sequence of real

numbers {x„ } is said to be oscillatory if the terms x„ are not eventually positive

or eventually negative; a solution {an} of Eq. (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if

every component of {an} is oscillatory; Eq. (1.1) is said to be oscillatory if all

its solutions are oscillatory.

The following system of difference equations can be regarded as a special

form of Eq. (1.1) if the leading coefficient is nonsingular:

m

(1.2) an+X -Ctn + ^Qiun-k, = 0, « = 1,2,...,
¡=1

where fc, € Z = {0, ±1, ±2, ...}, Q, £ Rrxr, i = 1,2, ... , m. One may

think of Eq. (1.2) as being a discrete analogue of the differential equation

m

(1.3) m + ¿2Qiy(t-*i) = 0-
¡=1

By analogy with Eq. (1.3), Eq. (1.2) is said to be of the delay, advanced, or
mixed type if the k¡ 's are all positive, all negative, or otherwise, respectively.
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Discussion on Eq. (1.2) for the scalar case has had an extensive treatment in

the literature; see, e.g. [3, 5, 6, 7, 9] and the references therein. However, to the

best of the author's knowledge, the oscillation theory for the vector equations

(1.1) and (1.2) has not yet been well developed. In fact, the main aspect of

oscillation in systems of this type is the following result for Eq. (1.2) (a similar

result for Eq. (1.1) is also obtained), which is an analogue to the result in [1]

for differential equation (1.3).

Lemma 1.1 [6, 7]. Assume kt £ Z and Q¡ £ Rrxr,  i - 1, ... , m.   Then Eq.

(1.2) is oscillatory if and only if its characteristic equation

(1.4) det

has no positive roots.

((7-1)7+ ¿0/0-^
(=1

= 0

Since this condition is very difficult to apply, it is posed in [6, p. 196] as an

open problem to obtain explicit conditions in terms of the Q¡ 's for oscillation

of Eq. (1.2). In the present paper, this problem is solved by employing Lozen-

skii measures of matrices. Furthermore, necessary and sufficient conditions of

explicit forms are also obtained for special cases.
In order to establish our oscillation criteria, we introduce the following defi-

nitions and notation by [2].

For any ^ e lrxr we denote by Xi(A), i = I, ... , r, the eigenvalues of A

satisfying

ReXi(A) > ReX2(A) >      > ReXr(A).

Definition 1.1. We define ||^||,- = supx6Rn x¿0 IM*II//IMI/ > i — 1, 2, ... , oo,

where x = {xi, ... , xr}T,

x\\i=  \2^\Xj\'\     ,     i<oo,        and       HxH«, = max{|x,|}.

The Lozenskii measures p¡(A), v¡{A), i = 1, 2, ... , oo, are defined by

... \\l + hA\\i-1 ... ...
Pi(A) = hm-j-!J-    and   v¡(A) = -p¡(-A).

h—>0+ «

In general, without specification, we denote by p(A) andu(A) any pair of

Pi{A) and u¡(A), i - 1,2, ... , oo . It has been shown that p¡{A) and v¡{A),
i = 1, 2... , oo, exist for any r x r matrix A and can be explicitly evaluated

for i = 1, 2, oo :

Pi{A) = sup i üjj + Y^ \au\ \ » MA) = inf { ajj - J2 \a>
j    {         i.W       J J   { t.W

p2(A)=X^2(A + AT)), v2(A) = Xr(±(A + AT));

p„o(A) = sup i au + Y^ \au\ \ . v^A) = inf I a„ - ^ \au\ )
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The following properties are known: for any r x r matrices A and B and any

Lozenskii measures p and v we have

(i) p{A + B)< p(A) + p(B), u{A + B)> v{A) + v{B) ;
(ii) p(aA) = ap(A), v(aA) = av(A), for a > 0 ;

(iii) p{A) > ReAi (A), v{A) < ReXr(A) ;
(iv) p(I) = 1 where I is the r x r identity matrix.

From (iii) we can see that if p(A) < 0 or v(A) > 0, then det^4 ^ 0.
Furthermore, for any A, C £ Rrxr with p(C) ^ 0, we denote

HcW-  KC)     and   pc(A)-  ^  ,

+ ,A^        V^AC) A -<AS        <CA)
vè{A) = H(cT and "'M—fier-

In general, we denote by Pc{A) or vc{A) any one of p^(A) or any one of

Vç{A), respectively, and call them C-weighted Lozenskii measures. In most

cases, Pc(A) ^ p(A) and vciA) ^ i/(A). For example, let v — v\ and C =

diag{ci, ... ,cr} with maxi<,<r{c,} = 1. Then

v+{A) = inf l Cjüjj - Y, \ciaij\ \ >        vc (A) = inf \ cJaJJ - ¿2 lc»'ayl

However, for the case that r — 1, /¿c(^) = ^c(^) = A for any C ^ 0.

2. Main results

In this section we first state some oscillation criteria for Eq. ( 1.2), then extend
them to the general equation (1.1). All the proofs are left to the last section.

Throughout this section we use the convention that 0° = 1.
In the first two theorems we obtain results for Eq. (1.2) of the delay and

advanced types, respectively.

Theorem 2.1. Let k¡ £ N and Q¡ £ Rrxr, i = I, ... , m. Assume there exists

C £ Wxr satisfying v(C) > 0, vc(Qi) > 0, i =1,..., m. Then Eq. (1.2) is

oscillatory if either one of the following holds:

.(fe + 1)**1 / > 1,    ifm=\
if m > 1

,..   A   ,^(fc« + i)*i+lf >*.   V
or

t-Ki ~> 1        if m >, 1

(2-1)

(ii)   m(]>c(ö,))      {k+klkk+l >1,    *herek = ±iYki.

\/'=l / i=\

Theorem 2.2. Let k¡ £ {-I, -2, ...} and Q¡ £ Rrxr, i = \, ... , m. Assume

there exists C £ Rrxr satisfying u{C) > 0, pc{Q¡) < 0, i = I, ... , m. Then

Eq. (1.2) is oscillatory if either one of the following holds:

{ki+l)k>+x Í > 1,    ifm=\
i 'or

\j m > 1

m 1/ot

ki=l

(*+l) ¡fc+1

(ii)   m m\pc(Qi)\)      \(   Yfc        >*»    wAere* = ^5>-
1
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Remark 2.1. (i) For the scalar equation corresponding to Eq. (1.2), noting that

ßciQi) = vc{Qi) = Qi for any C > 0, the above theorems cover and even

improve previous results (see for example, Theorems 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 in [6]),

since the equalities in condition (i) of both theorems are allowed.

(ii) For the general case, if we choose C = 7, then the criteria are given in

terms of the regular Lozenskii measures, and hence are analogues to those for

systems of differential equations; see [4, 8].

(iii) The conditions are substantially improved by introducing the weight

matrix C in the Lozenskii measures. To see the significant role played by C,
look at the following examples.

Example 2.1. Consider the equation

(2.2) fl„+1 -a„ + Qa„-i =0,        « = 1,2,...,

where Q = [_?2 7] • Since vx(Q) = -1 < 0, Theorem 2.1 does not work for Eq.

(2.2) with regular Lozenskii measures. However, if we choose C = diag{l, \},
then the corresponding C-weighted Lozenskii measure of Q is

It is easy to see that (2.1) is satisfied with u^(Q). By Theorem 2.1, Eq. (2.2)
is oscillatory.

Example 2.2. Consider Eq. (2.2) with Q = ±[_2, \] . Since vx{Q) = \, (2.1)

does not hold for v\{Q). However, if we choose C — \ [4X~2 ], then the corre-

sponding
.,„     vx{QC) ( 1 9 0 \   i_

-1    l\)     20'

and (2.1) is satisfied with Vç{Q). By Theorem (2.1), Eq. (2.2) is oscillatory.

Now we consider a special form of Eq. (1.2) when m = 1 :

(2.3) an+i -a„ + Qan-k = 0.

If Q is a symmetric matrix, then some new necessary and sufficient conditions

can be found for Eq. (2.3) to be oscillatory.

Theorem 2.3. Let Q £ Rrxr be symmetric. Denote by X,{Q) and X\(Q) the

least eigenvalue and the largest eigenvalue of Q, respectively. Then Eq. (2.3) is

oscillatory if and only if one of the following holds:

(i) k = 0 and Xr(Q) > 1 ;
(ii) k = -l and A,(ß)<-1;

(iii) k£ {1,2,...} and Xr(Q)^^>\;

(iv) fc€{-2,-3,...} and Xi(Q)&$P-> I.

Remark 2.2. (i) For the scalar equation corresponding to Eq. (2.3), noting that

Ar(ß) = X\(Q) = Q, the above theorem coincides with previous results; see for

example, Theorem 7.2.1 in [6].
(ii) One cannot expect to extend Theorem 2.3 to the general case where Q is

nonsymmetric. This reveals the fact that Eq. (2.3) with symmetric Q is much
closer to the corresponding scalar equation in nature.
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(iii) The significance of Theorem 2.3 lies in that, different from Lemma 1.1,

it presents explicit necessary and sufficient conditions, rather than implicit con-

ditions given by transcendental equations, and hence is very easy to apply.

From Section 1, we know that for symmetric matrix Q we have X\(Q) =
p2(Q) and Xr(Q) = v2(Q). However, we cannot expect to improve the condi-

tions in Theorem 2.3 by replacing XX(Q) and Xr(Q) by other Lozenskii mea-

sures or by C-weighted Lozenskii measures, since all the conditions are neces-

sary and sufficient. Therefore, as a by-product of Theorem 2.3, the following

properties of Lozenskii measures are deduced, which are of some interest in

their own right.

Corollary 2.1. Assume that A, C £ Rrxr, A is symmetric and positive definite,

and v{C) > 0 for any pair of Lozenskii measures p and v . Then

u{AC)<Xr{A)p(C)   and   u(CA) <Xr{A)p(C).

The following example is an immediate result of Theorem 2.3.

Example 2.3. Consider Eq. (2.3) with k £ {1, 2, ...} and Q = q[i^] for

q > 0. Since X2(Q) = q, by Theorem 2.3, Eq. (2.3) is oscillatory if and only if

1    kk     > » ■

At last, we extend the above criteria for Eq. (1.2) of the delay and advanced

types to the general equation (1.1). Since Eq. (1.2) of the mixed type can be

rewritten in the form (1.1), our results are also applicable to equations of this

type.
Eq. (1.1) is equivalent to each of the following equations:

(2.4) a„+i + Qocin + Qian-i + ■ ■ ■ + Qma„-m = 0,

(2.5) an+\ -Qodn + Q\an-\ + ■ ■ ■ + QmCln-m = 0.

Two different generalizations of Theorem 2.1 to (2.4) and (2.5) are mentioned

below. Similar generalizations of Theorem 2.2 can also be obtained.

Theorem 2.4. Let Q, G Rrxr, i = 0, I, ... , m. Assume there exists C £ Rrxr

satisfying v(C) > 0, i^c(ôo) > -1, ^c(Qi) > 0, i = I, ... , m. Then Eq.
(2.4) ¿j oscillatory if either one of the following holds:

¿U (7+1V+1
(i)    Z>c(g,r V     ̂ °' or

(ii) (MÔo) + l)]>c(Ô,)

i/m ,    . —s+1

1=0

-i Mm

{m + 2)i
VC\S¿Í) 2mml2

> 1.

Theorem 2.5. Let Q, £ Rrxr, i = 0, 1, ... , m. Assume there exists C G Rrxr

satisfying v{C) > 0, p*c(Qo) > 0, v£(Qj) > 0, i = 1,..., m, where

(2.6)        p*c{A) = pc{A)p{C)lv{C),        v'c(A) = vc{A)ß{C)lv(C).
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Then Eq. (2.5) is oscillatory if either one of the following holds:

tí ^c(ôo)]!+1      '''      I > 1,   (/"m > 1 '

(m \1,m(k + nk+l
ai) ^(n^(ô/)j  l y  >[^(go)]fc+i.

3. Proofs

The following lemma is needed in the proofs and can be easily proved.

Lemma 3.1. Let a > 0 be a constant.

a~k       {k+l)k+x_
(i) For any fce {0,1,2,...},       inf

o-e(0,i

(ii) For any k £{—l, —2, ...},       sup

<r€(0,a) a- a        kkak+l

a~k   _ (k+l)k+x

a,oo)Ot-o        kkak+x

In this section, all proofs are only given for the case that vc(A) = vc~{A)

and pc(A) — Pc(A) when weighted Lozenskii measures are involved. The other

case can be similarly proved and hence is omitted.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let

m

(3.1) G{a) = (a-1)1 +Y Qi°~k'    and   F(a) = CG{a).
z=i

Then for a > 1

m

u(F(a)) > {a - IMC) + 5>(Ce,>-*< > 0,
/=i

which implies that det .F(o-) ^ 0 for a > 1. As a consequence, detC7(cr) ̂  0

for a > 1. Assume o~o £ (0, 1) is a solution of (1.4). Then

detT'(cro) = (detC)(detG(ff0)) = 0,

which implies that v{F(oo)) < 0. Then by Lemma 3.1 (i) for a = 1

{ao-\)p{C) + Yv^CQi)ao~k'
z'=l

-(l-ob)/*(C)-(l-ob)MQ

(3.2) =_i + 5;I/c(ß/)T-a-r
tí l-a°

(3.3) >-l+E^(g/)(,+J,        •
í=i fc¿

Noting that the equality in (3.3) cannot hold if m > 1, we derive a contradiction

to condition (i).
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Also, from (3.2) we have

(m X1/»* k

»(¡¡H*1^'
contradicting condition (ii). By Lemma 1.1 Eq. (1.2) is oscillatory.   G

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let G{a) and F{a) be defined by (3.1). For a £ (0, 1],

m

p(F(<j)) < (<t- IMC) + YMCQi)(j-k> < o,
/=i

which implies that det-F(cr) ^ 0, and hence dettr(cr) ^ 0 for a £ (0, 1].

Assume ao > 1 is a solution of (1.4). Then det F (tro) = 0 implies that

P{F{oo)) > 0. Then

(oo-l)p(C) ^ o-o-l

The following is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 by applying Lemma 3.1 (ii) for

a= 1 .    D

Proof of Theorem 2.3. (i) For the case that k = 0, let G{a) = {a - 1)7 + Q.
Then

Xr(G(a)) = a-l+Xr(Q).

Since Ar(C7(0)) = -1 + Xr(Q) and limCT_+00/lr(C7((7)) = +00, we have that

Xr(G(a)) > 0 for all a > 0 if and only if Xr{Q) > 1. Noting that

r

(3.4) detG{o) = X\Xi{G{o))
i=\

and A,(C7(cr)) > Xr(G{a)) for 1 = 1,..., r, we conclude that detG(o-) ^ 0 for

all a > 0 if and only if Xr{Q) > 1.
(ii) Similar to (i).
(iii) Sufficiency is from Theorem 2.1 for v = v2 and C = I. Now we prove

the necessity. Assume

ffr -i. n^+i

(3.5) ¿r(QV       kk <1-

Let Oo = ¿tir ■ Then -^- = (k+kf   , and (3.5) becomes

l - <7o

or
<T0-l+>lr(ß)(T0-/C<0.

Let G(o) = (a - 1)/ + ßo-fc . Then

Ar(G((T0)) = (To-l-r-Ar(ÖH"*^0.
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Choose cs\ > 1 such that Xr(G{ai)) > 0. Then according to the continuity of

Xr, there exists a2 £ (ao, o\) such that Xr{G{a2)) = 0, and hence from (3.4),

detG(o2) = 0. By Lemma 1.1 we conclude that Eq. (2.3) is not oscillatory.

(iv) Similar to (iii).   D

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Rewrite (2.4) into the form

an+\ - a„ + (go + I)a„ + Qxan-\ + --- + Qman-m = 0.

Since

"c(go +1) = MQo) + 1,

the conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.   D

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let

m

G{a) = aI-Qo + YQi°~l    and   E(a) = CG{a).
1=1

Then for a > p{CQ0)/v(C),

m

v(F(o)) > au(C) - p(CQo) + Y "(CQi)*-' > 0,
i=i

which implies that det F(er) ^ 0, and hence det C7(er) ̂ 0 for

o>p(CQo)lv{C).

Assume ao £ (0, p{CQo)/v(C)) is such that

detF(ao) = (detC)(detG(ff0)) = 0.

Then

v(F{oq)) ■     f   »(0]       g"'"
0 * p(CQo) - av{C) *    1 + ^c(ß/)^(öo)_ff.

The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 by using Lemma 3.1 for

a = pc{Qo) and is omitted.   D
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